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ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS

LITTLE TAILS
Series

Written by FREDERIC
BRREMAUD
Illustrated by FEDERICO
BERTOLUCCI
Hardcover

9x9”

32 pages

$14.99

Chipper and Squizzo are a precocious puppy and squirrel who love
to explore new and exciting environments, flying their cardboard box
airplane to wondrous worlds full of fascinating animals and creatures.
In each volume of this fun, educational series, they tour a different
location, encountering the real-world animals found there in beautiful
storybook illustrations mixed with fun comic-strip antics!

Volumes currently available:
Little Tails in the Forest.........

ISBN 978-1-942367-25-3

Little Tails in the Jungle.........

ISBN 978-1-942367-26-0

Little Tails in the Savannah...

ISBN 978-1-942367-38-3

Little Tails in Prehistory.........

ISBN 978-1-942367-39-0

Little Tails on the Farm.........

ISBN 978-1-942367-53-6

Little Tails under the Sea......

ISBN 978-1-942367-54-3

TIMOTHY TOP
Book 3: The Red
Plumbee

Written and illustrated by GUD
The exciting conclusion to
the magical adventure!
Softcover

7.5x10”

144 pages

$12.99

ISBN 978-1-942367-89-5
Released Sept 2019

Timothy Top is a grade school kid going through a hard time. His parents
are constantly quarreling, and he feels like an outsider at school. People
think he’s a weirdo because of his fascination with nature and superheroes.
But when a crooked businessman moves into the neighborhood with plans
to turn the local park into a concrete monstrosity with no more nature or
plants, Timothy discovers that he’s been given the power of a magical green
thumb that can heal and grow plant life! He’s a superhero! And apparently
not the only one -- some of his classmates have powers, too! But will they be
able to use their power to save the park... or the world?
Volumes currently available:

Book One: The Green Pig

Book Two: The Yellow Whale

ISBN 978-1-942367-87-1

ISBN 978-1-942367-88-8

HISTORICAL DRAMAS

THE BALLAD
OF YAYA
Written by
PATRICK MARTY,
JEAN-MARIE OMONT,
and CHARLOTTE GIRARD
Illustrated by
GOLO ZHAO

Book Five: The Promise

ISBN 978-1-942367-68-0
In stores February 2020

1937. In the chaos of the invasion of Shanghai
by Japanese troops, a well-bred little girl is
separated from her parents and is left alone.
She meets a young boy from the streets, and
together these unlikely and opposite children
set off to find her parents and survive many
adventures across war-torn China.

Book Six: Lost

ISBN 978-1-942367-69-7
In stores May 2020

Volumes currently available:
Book One: Fugue

ISBN 978-1-942367-64-2

Book Two: The Prisoner

ISBN 978-1-942367-65-9

Book Three: The Circus

ISBN 978-1-942367-66-6

Book Four: The Island

ISBN 978-1-942367-67-3

Softcover

7x5”

96 pages

$9.99

IRENA

Book One: Wartime
Ghetto
Written by
JD MORVAN and
SEVERINE TREFOUEL
Illustrated by
DAVID EDVARD and
WALTER
Hardcover

8.5x11”

136 pages

$19.99

ISBN 978-1-5493-0679-2
Released July 2019

Irena Sendlerowa was a member of the Citizen
Center for Social Aid in Warsaw, Poland, during the
Second World War. She joined the resistance there,
and is credited with saving the lives of 2,500 children
smuggled out of the hellish Nazi-occupied Ghetto.
She faced the threat of arrest and interrogated by
the German Gestapo, but she refused to give up her
mission.
This is the true story of an ordinary woman who
accomplished the extraordinary despite senseless
circumstances during a frightful period. Illustrated for
a younger audience, but equally moving for adults.
BOOK TWO COMING FALL 2020!

SATURDAY MORNING FUN

GENPET
Written by
DAMIAN
Illustrated by
ALEX FUENTES
Softcover

8x11”

112 pages

$16.99

ISBN 978-1-942367-76-5
In stores April 2020

In the year 2036, rich young Nat Kanan
gets a genetically engineered “pet” as
a bodyguard, and just in time too – his
dad is in debt to some nasty criminal
gangsters, and now they’ve set their
sights on Nat’s new GenPet!
A crazy, sci-fi adventure with
subtle notes about friendship,
commitment, and justice told
with a unique visual style, like a
Saturday morning cartoon with a
feature-film budget.

MR. INVINCIBLE
Local Hero

Written and illustrated by
PASCAL JOUSSELIN
Softcover

8x11”

96 pages

$15.99

ISBN 978-1-942367-61-1
In stores June 2020

Tremble, crooks... Mr. Invincible is here! This new hero helps old ladies and
orphans just like any other self-respecting hero would, but also dogs, cats,
babies, the mayor’s son, and, well, the rest of the city. Wearing a mask and
a cape like a good superhero should, he thwarts the mad scientists and bad
guys without much effort thanks to his unique super-power: he can reach
outside the comic panels and affect both space and time! A wholly unique
and creative twist on the conventional comic-book reading experience, this
wacky middle grade title will put your imagination to the test!

FANTASY ADVENTURES

RISE OF THE
ZELPHIRE

Book 3: The Heart
of Evil
Written and illustrated by
KARIM FRIHA
Hardcover

6x9”

128 pages

$19.99

ISBN 978-1-942367-90-1
In stores March 2020

Sylvan Khelmann is a Zelphire -- a person gifted with strange powers -and his friends have been abducted by the wicked Dreghan Cult who are
searching for the burial palace of their evil founder. Will the promise of
immortality prove to be more dangerous than any of them can handle?
The third book in the celebrated YA adventure series that is described as
a steampunk X-Men as if written by Charles Dickens and directed by Tim
Burton.
Volumes currently available:

Book One: Of Bark and Sap

Book Two: The Prince of Blood

ISBN 978-1-942367-73-4

ISBN 978-1-942367-74-1

MILO’S WORLD
Book 3: The Cloud
Girl
Written by
RICHARD MARAZANO
Illustrated by
CHRISTOPHE FERREIRA
Softcover

8.5x11”

112 pages

$16.99

ISBN 978-1-942367-80-2
In stores May 2020
* Limited edition hardcover also available!

The village’s tranquility is once again threatened as a mysterious girl is
found floating in the lake, one who has a strange connection to the wild
brambles that climb into the sky... and the terrible monsters that are
climbing down to terrorize the area! It’s up to Milo and Valia to embrace
their innate magical powers to save the girl’s threatened kingdom!
A beautifully illustrated, family-friendly, magical adventure in the vein of
AMULET and THE WIZARD OF OZ.
Volumes currently available:

Book One: The Land under the Lake
(Hardcover, $12.99)

Book Two: The Black Queen
(Hardcover, $19.99)

ISBN 978-1-5493-0670-9

ISBN 978-1-5493-0671-6

WILD ACTION

KLAW

Volume 3:
The Cycle Renewed
Written by
OZANAM
Illustrated by
JOËL JURION
Softcover

8x11”

144 pages

$19.99

ISBN 978-1-942367-72-7
In stores April 2020
* Limited edition hardcover also available!

Wanted fugitive and secret were-tiger Angel Tomassini is about to find
himself in the center of an age-long war between other hidden were-people
for the fate of the world. With a new generation of supernaturally powered
“Dizhis” running wild, he must convince them not to fall under the spell of
the evil ones were-beasts who would enslave mankind. The explosive return
of the global YA action hit with new characters, new adventures, and new
powers!
Volumes currently available:

Volume 1: The First Cycle
(Hardcover, $24.99)

Volume 2: The Second Cycle
(Hardcover, $24.99)

ISBN 978-1-942367-20-8

ISBN 978-1-942367-41-3

GUNLAND
Book One

Written and illustrated by
CAPTAIN ARTIGLIO

Softcover

6.5x9”

208 pages

$19.99

ISBN 978-1-942367-71-0
In stores June 2020

In a bizarre sci-fi western world, where folks ride dinosaurs instead of
horses and magical skulls give powers to half-robot outlaws, a bumbling
gang of bandits seek a stash hidden by a double-crossing partner. And
the key to finding it might be the mysterious young girl they recently
rescued… a quiet girl, but with uncanny skills with a pair of revolvers!
The first in a series of gonzo adventures for teens and up.

OTHERWORLDLY EPICS

NILS

The Tree of Life
Written by
JEROME HAMON
Illustrated by
ANTOINE CARRION
Hardcover

9x12”

184 pages

$29.99

ISBN 978-1-5493-0815-4
In stores January 2020

In a distant future where nature has
reclaimed much of the Earth, young
Nils and his father set out to discover
why the ground has recently grown
infertile, only to discover a conspiracy
between a high-tech neighboring
kingdom and the supernatural beings
who can offer them eternal life.
A dystopic Nordic fantasy world,
where spirits of light are the key to
life, but have seemingly abandoned
the world. Guided by a trio of
forgotten goddesses, Nils must find
and save the World Tree, Yggdrasil,
and in the process, save the world.
A truly epic fantasy adventure
combining science-fiction with
pseudo-spiritual magic, posing
dramatic examinations of man vs
nature, life vs death, fact vs faith,
and man’s desire to play god.

ORPHANS

Volume 4:
Winners and Losers
Written by
ROBERTO RECCHIONI
Illustrated by
EMILIANO MAMMUCARI
and others
Softcover

6.5x9”

352 pages

$19.99

ISBN 978-1-942367-86-4
Released November 2019

The fourth volume in the epic sci-fi series about a group of children
saved from a planetary cataclysm only to be turned into perfect soldiers
and sent to fight a war beyond belief. The first “season” of this gripping
space opera sees the Orphan squadron torn apart by conflicting morals,
their enhanced skills and abilities pitted against each other in a true
clash of titans. Half the team is dead-set on bringing the truth about the
Terran disaster back to Earth, while the others dutifully do everything
they can to stop them. But returning to Earth from deep space
undetected is only the first hurdle to surmount...
Volumes currently available:

Volume 1: The Beginning

Volume 2: Lies

Volume 3: Truth

ISBN 978-1-942367-17-8

ISBN 978-1-942367-52-9

ISBN 978-1-942367-85-7

REAL LIFE JOURNEYS

LITTLE MAMA
Written and illustrated by
HALIM MAHMOUIDI

Softcover

6.5x9”

192 pages

$19.99

ISBN 978-1-5493-0795-9
Released September 2019

Life isn’t easy for little Brenda, whose single, teenage mom is immature,
selfish, and prone to violent mood swings. Brenda takes care of herself
and her mother as best as she can, missing out on many childhood
joys to be her mother’s Little Mama. Sadly, her already challenging
existence gets even worse when her mom’s abusive boyfriend moves in.
A heartbreaking and powerful story about domestic abuse and surviving
the trauma toward hopeful blue skies.

STAY
Written by
LEWIS TRONDHEIM
Illustrated by
HUBERT CHEVILLARD
Hardcover

7.5x10”

128 pages

$19.99

ISBN 978-1-5493-0771-3
Released August 2019

Roland has planned the perfect vacation for Fabienne to discuss their
future. But when unimaginable tragedy strikes, Fabienne is left alone
to process this immediate and unexpected change in her life. While
most people would abandon the trip out of grief, she decides to stay...
A moving and mesmerizing look at life, death, and the many different
ways we cope with each, illustrated in gorgeous colored pencil.

THE COLLECTED

TOPPI

Volume 3:
South America
Written and illustrated by
SERGIO TOPPI
Foreword by
DAVE MCKEAN
Hardcover

9x12”

160 pages

$24.99

ISBN 978-1-942367-93-2
In stores January 2020

Presenting the third volume in a new library of works by master illustrator
Sergio Toppi. This third volume collects historical tales set in Central and
South America previously collected as Chapungo, The Legend of Potosi,
and The Treasure of Cibola.
Volumes currently available:

Volume 1: The Enchanted World

Volume 2: North America

ISBN 978-1-942367-91-8

ISBN 978-1-942367-92-5

Foreword by BILL SIENKIEWICZ

Foreword by DAVID MACK

WORDLESS TALES FOR ALL AGES

A SEA OF LOVE
Written by
WILFRID LUPANO
Illustrated by
GREGORY PANACCIONE
Hardcover

8x10.25”

224 pages

$24.99

ISBN 978-1-942367-45-1

When an old fisherman fails to return after a storm, his doting wife goes on
a madcap adventure across the ocean to find him. Completely wordless, this
heartwarming and often hilarious adventure is a testament to not only the
power of sequential storytelling, but the power of love itself.
Nominated for three Eisner awards!

LOVE
The Lion

Written by
FREDERIC BRREMAUD
Illustrated by
FEDERICO BERTOLUCCI
Hardcover

8.5x11”

80 pages

$17.99

ISBN 978-1-942367-09-3

A young lion wanders the Serengeti in search of a pride to call his own.
But being alone, he is watched with cautious eyes by those families he
encounters along the way, including a coalition of rival males in search of
their own pride to conquer. So the nomad searches patiently, waiting for
the opportunity to claim his territory and find a new family. But loneliness
can lead to desperate action…
In this lavishly illustrated, award-winning series of wordless wildlife
graphic novels, we follow a different wild animal through its native habitat
on a harrowing and moving adventure, told through the dramatic lens of
Disney-esque storytelling, like a nature documentary in illustration.

Other volumes currently available:

The Tiger

The Fox

The Dinosaur

ISBN 978-0-9913324-4-1

ISBN 978-1-942367-06-2

ISBN 978-1-942367-36-9

HEART-POUNDING SUSPENSE

STREAMLINER
Bye-Bye Lisa Dora
Written and illustrated by
‘FANE

Hardcover

8.5x11”

160 pages

$24.99

ISBN 978-1-942367-47-5
In stores May 2020

Somewhere in a post-war American desert, a small remote service station
finds itself suddenly inundated with racers and speed demons from across
the map, all of them converging on this location in a tradition set up years
ago: a massive race that will determine their leader. But the young woman
and old man who own the gas station aren’t so sure if that’s a tradition they
want to see continue, especially if it comes at the price of the very property
they live on! A high-speed rock-n-roll blockbuster full of fast cars, mysteries,
questionable antiheroes, and a whole lot of action!

THE GREAT
MAN
The Ogre Gods
Book Three

Written by
HUBERT
Illustrated by
BERTRAND GATIGNOL
Hardcover

8x10.25”

188 pages

$24.99

ISBN 978-1-942367-79-6
Released November 2019

The third book in the celebrated series of standalone tales set within a
dark, fairy tale world where man-eating giants reign. Bear is an aging
rebel defending his clan from the Chamberlain of the nearby kingdom
and the giant Ogre Gods who rule from the mountaintop above them.
When he comes across a fleeing giant barely taller than a human, he
sees an opportunity to define a new world order. But this tiny giant has
become the focus of the Chamberlain’s wicked plans... An engrossing
blend of sequential art chapters and gripping prose weaving an ageless
tale you won’t soon forget.
Volumes currently available:

Petit: The Ogre Gods Book One

Half-Blood: The Ogre Gods Book Two

ISBN 978-1-942367-77-2

ISBN 978-1-942367-78-9

TIMELESS HEROES

HERAKLES
Book 3

Written and illustrated by
EDOUARD COUR
Hardcover

7.25x10.25”

160 pages

$19.99

ISBN 978-1-942367-51-2
Released July 2019

Author Edouard Cour revisits one of the greatest Greek myths by painting
the often-heroic Herakles as, well... somewhat of a jerk. Crude and stubborn,
we meet a half-man, half-demigod with a complex psychology entangled
in guilt over the ghosts who have haunted him since childhood. Brimming
with pathos and dark humor, this portrait of Herakles is a graphic whirlwind
leaving little respite and often revealing beautiful surprises. This third and
final volume wraps up the epic trilogy and sees the titular hero at last accept
his due rewards for a lifetime of deeds both good and ill.
Volumes currently available:

Book One

Book Two

ISBN 978-1-942367-49-9

ISBN 978-1-942367-50-5

INFINITY 8

Volume 6:
Ultimate Knowledge
Series Written by
LEWIS TRONDHEIM
and others
Illustrated by
OLIVIER VATINE and others
Hardcover

8.5x11”

96 pages

$19.99

ISBN 978-1-942367-60-4
In stores February 2020

Only two weeks into its six-week journey between the Milky Way and
Andromeda, the interstellar cruise ship Infinity 8 is trapped in a massive field
of debris filled with artifacts from a thousand realities. With the fate of the
passengers -- and possibly the universe itself -- at stake, it is up to the ship’s
eight best agents, sent to investigate the anomaly in eight parallel timelines,
(presented by eight different creative teams), to discover the sinister secret of
this floating graveyard before it’s too late!
Volumes currently available:

Volume 3: The Gospel/Emma

Volume 4: Symbolic Guerrilla

Volume 5: Apocalypse Day

ISBN 978-1-942367-57-4

ISBN 978-1-942367-58-1

ISBN 978-1-942367-59-8

Volume 1: Love and Mummies

Volume 2: Back to the Fuhrer

ISBN 978-1-942367-55-0

ISBN 978-1-942367-56-7

Visit our website to discover even more
celebrated titles available from our catalog:
www.MAGNETIC-PRESS.com
* A GLANCE BACKWARD by Pierre Paquet and Tony Sandoval.

Hardcover, 96p, 8.5x11”, $19.99, ISBN 978-1-942367-10-9 TEEN / YA

THE ADVENTURES OF BASIL & MOEBIUS

by Ryan Schifrin, Larry Hama, and various. Cover by Dave Dorman.
Hardcover, 160p, 6.625x10.25”, $19.99, ISBN 978-1-942367-00-0 TEEN / YA

THE BIG EMPTY LIFE OF ALPHONSE TABOURET

by Sibylline, Capucine, and Jérôme d’Aviau.
Hardcover, 192p, 6x9”, $24.99, ISBN 978-1-941302-76-7 TEEN / YA

BLACK COMIX RETURNS by John Jennings, Damian Duffy, and various.
Cover by Ashley A Woods.
Hardcover, 200p, 12x12” $29.99, ISBN 978-1-942367-37-6 TEEN / YA

BRIGADA by Enrique Fernandez.

Hardcover, 112p, 8.5x11”, $19.99, ISBN 978-1-942367-32-1 MATURE

CURTAIN CALL by Wilfrid Lupano and Rodguen.

Hardcover, 128p, 7.5x11”, $19.99, ISBN 978-1-942367-48-2 MATURE

DAOMU by Kennedy Xu, Colin Johnson, and Ken Chou.

Hardcover, 244p, 8x11”, $29.99, ISBN 978-0-9913324-8-9 TEEN / YA

DAVE DORMAN’S WASTED LANDS OMNIBUS by Dave

Dorman, Del Stone Jr, Christopher Moeller, John Foster, and Durwin
Talon.
Hardcover, 152p, 8.5x11”, $24.99, ISBN 978-0-9913324-3-4 MATURE

* DOOMBOY by Tony Sandoval.

Hardcover, 128p, 11x8”, $24.99, ISBN 978-0-9913324-7-2 TEEN / YA

THE FATE OF ALL FOOLS: THE ADVENTURES OF BASIL & MOEBIUS vol4
by Ryan Schifrin, Richard Lee Byers, Sheldon Goh, and Falk Hansel. Cover by Ken Kelly.
Hardcover, 124p, 6.625x10.25”, $18.99, ISBN 97978-1-942367-08-6 TEEN / YA

FRATERNITY by Juan Diaz Canales and José-Luis Munuera.

Hardcover, 128p, 8.5x11”, $19.99, ISBN 978-1-941302-51-4 TEEN / YA

GHOST MONEY (OMNIBUS) by Thierry Smolderen and Dominique Bertail.
Hardcover, 296p, 6.625x10.25”, $24.99, ISBN 978-1-942367-44-4 MATURE

* THE GHOST OF GAUDI by El Torres and Jesus Alonso Iglesias.

Hardcover, 120p, 7.5x10.25”, $19.99, ISBN 978-1-942367-16-1 MATURE

GOLEM by LRNZ.

Softcover, 280p, 6.5x9”, $19.99, ISBN 978-1-942367-11-6 TEEN / YA

HUGO BROYLER by Mike Kennedy, Francisco Paronzini, Lucas Marangon,

and others. Cover by Eduardo Risso. Flip-cover by Matteo de Longis.
Softcover, 144p, 6.625x10.25”, $19.99, ISBN 978978-1-942367-14-7 TEEN / YA

JAZZ MAYNARD, vol.1 THE BARCELONA TRILOGY

by Roger and Raule.
Hardcover, 144p, 8.5x11”, $19.99, ISBN 978-1-942367-43-7 MATURE

* JAZZ MAYNARD, vol.2 THE ICELAND TRILOGY

by Roger and Raule.
Hardcover, 144p, 8.5x11”, $19.99, ISBN 978-1-942367-82-6 MATURE

LUMINAE by Bengal.

Hardcover, 164p, 8.5x11”, $24.99, ISBN 978-0-9913324-6-5 MATURE

MEKA by JD Morvan and Bengal.

Hardcover, 96p, 8.5x11”, $19.99, ISBN 978-0-9913324-1-0 TEEN / YA

NAJA by JD Morvan and Bengal.

Hardcover, 256p, 8.5x11”, $29.99, ISBN 978-0-9913324-0-3 MATURE

P.O.S. by Pierre Paquet and Jesus Alonso Iglesias.

Hardcover, 256p, 8.5x11”, $24.99, ISBN 978-1-942367-46-8 MATURE

RENDEZVOUS IN PHOENIX by Tony Sandoval.

Hardcover, 80p, 8.5x11”, $19.99, ISBN 978-1-942367-28-4 TEEN / YA

RE-PRO-DUCT by Austin Wilson, Logan Faerber, and David Hopkins.

Softcover, 96p, 6.625x10.25”, $19.99, ISBN 978-1-942367-02-4 MATURE

THE SECRET OF THE ANCIENTS: THE ADVENTURES OF BASIL & MOEBIUS vol.3
by Ryan Schifrin, Larry Hama, Novo Malgapo, and Falk Hansel. Cover by Glenn Fabry.
Hardcover, 160p, 6.625x10.25”, $18.99, ISBN 978-1-942367-07-9 TEEN / YA

THE SHADOW GAMBIT: THE ADVENTURES OF BASIL & MOEBIUS vol.2

by Ryan Schifrin, Larry Hama, Robert Atkins, Fritz Casas, and Les Toil. Cover by Greg Staples.
Hardcover, 120p, 6.625x10.25”, $18.99, ISBN 978-1-942367-03-1 TEEN / YA

THE SOUND OF THE WORLD BY HEART by Giacomo Bevilacqua.
Hardcover, 192p, 7.5x10.25”, $24.99, ISBN 978-1-941302-38-5 MATURE

SUPER EGO by Caio Oliveira, Lucas Marangon, and others.

Cover by Glenn Fabry.
Hardcover, 112p, 6.625x10.25”, $19.99, ISBN 978-0-9913324-2-7 TEEN / YA

VIEWPOINT by LRNZ.

Hardcover, 200p, 9x12”, $29.99, ISBN 97978-1-942367-33-8 TEEN / YA

VOX by Matteo de Longis.

Softcover w/ vinyl slipcase, 88p, 12x12”, $29.99, ISBN 978-0-9913324-5-8
MATURE

WARSHIP JOLLY ROGER vol.1 NO TURNING BACK by Sylvain Runberg and Miki Montllo.
Hardcover, 120p, 8.5x11”, $19.99, ISBN 978-1-942367-23-9 MATURE

* WARSHIP JOLLY ROGER vol.2 REVENGE by Sylvain Runberg and Miki Montllo.
Hardcover, 120p, 8.5x11”, $19.99, ISBN 978-1-942367-42-0 MATURE

* WATERSNAKES by Tony Sandoval.

Hardcover, 144p, 8.5x11”, $19.99, ISBN 978-1-942367-75-8 TEEN / YA

THE WINDY DAY by Tony Sandoval.

Hardcover, 32p, 9.5x8”, $15.99, ISBN 978-1-942367-98-7 EARLY READERS

THE WORLD OF CASSYNO by Mike Kennedy, Bengal, and various.
Softcover + Card deck (gamebox), 64p, 6.625x10.25”, $24.99, UPC
680474013326 TEEN / YA

ZAYA by JD Morvan and Bengal.

Hardcover, 232p, 8.5x11”, $29.99, ISBN 978-0-9913324-9-6 MATURE

MAGNETIC PRESS is a subsidiary of Polarity LTD that publishes graphic novels, art books, and
periodicals curated with a focus on internationally recognized content and talent, presented with
premium quality design and production value. The Magnetic brand was founded by Mike Kennedy
in 2013 as the independent publishing company Magnetic Press, Inc, featuring creators both new
and established from around the world, sharing their stories with an English-language audience
often for the first time. Magnetic books are recognized by their elevated production values and
unique design elements, such as curved corners and creative use of available printing techniques.
Their award-winning library includes such celebrated titles as the Love series of wordless wildlife
graphic novels, as well as Eisner-nominated books A Sea of Love, Watersnakes, Herakles, Doomboy,
A Glance Backward, Little Tails, The Ghost of Gaudi, and Dave Dorman’s Wasted Lands Omnibus.
Magnetic has earned a total of 17 Eisner Award nominations in their first four-of-four years of
eligibility. Magnetic also won the Gold Medal of Excellence in the graphic novel category of the
2015 Independent Publisher Awards for Love: The Fox.
For more information on all of the titles within this catalog, as well as our available back catalog,
vist our website or follow us online:
web : WWW.MAGNETIC-PRESS.COM
T witter : @MAGNETICPRESS
F acebook : FACEBOOK.COM/MAGNETICPRESS
V imeo : VIMEO.COM/CHANNELS/MAGNETICPRESS

For Press Inquiries,

please email us at:

PRESS@MAGNETIC-PRESS.COM
For anything else, email us at:

CONTACT@MAGNETIC-PRESS.COM

Where to Buy

FOR DISTRIBUTION INQUIRIES:

Available wherever books are sold.

DIAMOND COMIC DISTRIBUTORS

To find your nearest comic shop, visit
www.COMICSHOPLOCATOR.com
or find a local indie bookstore by visiting
www.INDIEBOUND.org
Also available digitally through
COMIXOLOGY and on AMAZON KINDLE

Matthew Demory, account manager
dmatt@diamondcomics.com

DIAMOND BOOK DISTRIBUTORS
Emily Botica, account manager
bemily@diamondbookdistributors.com

or contact us directly at:
sales@magnetic-press.com

